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Clinton Shaw

We take a little trip
down memory lane this
month, with a trip to
Blackpool in 1963. The
end of an era in many
ways, we see some
typical scenes from the
time in this pictorial.
Starting on page 21...

Manchester
765 departs
Blackpool

Andrew Blood

There is no financial payment for photographs or information published in Tramways
Monthly. Where possible we will always try
and use news items within the month they
are received, however features and pictorials will take longer to reach publication.

Andrew Blood

Andrew’s Foreign Forays:
1 - Moscow
2

Page 14

Andrew Blood

The latest tram to
depart Blackpool was
visiting car Manchester
765, also bringing the
125th Anniversary
celebrations firmly to a
close.
Read more on page 4.
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Welcome!

It’s definitely starting to become sort of a tradition
that I begin each edition of the magazine with an
apology of some sort, and this one is unfortunately
no different.
A big apology must be made due to the nearly two-month delay in releasing the previous edition
of the magazine, which was due to a number of different technical problems with the web server that
the magazines are downloaded from. These took
longer to resolve than normal due to other commitments away from the magazine, resulting in the
large delay and disruption to the service. This is also
why a number of elements of the magazine were
somewhat out of date and perhaps phrased different to how they would have been had the edition
been written closer to the actual release date.
Hopefully the quick turn around with this edition will more than make up for the previous one,
and I would like to assure readers that we are just as
disappointed when we cannot get an issue out on
time and do our very best to keep to schedule.
Moving onto more positive things, it’s another
jam packed ‘month’, with full coverage from Beamish’s Great North Steam Fair - featuring Manchester
765 on loan from Heaton Park - being perhaps the
most prominent inclusion; an article and photographs can be found starting on page 11. Notable
by their absence are also the events that took
place over the Easter and Royal Wedding weekends across the country, and these will be appearing shortly in our special ‘Bank Holiday Weekends
2011’ supplement.
We’ve also seen the return to service of the
tramway in Blackpool this month - albeit on a much
truncated route between Pleasure Beach and
North Pier - and no doubt all eyes will be focussed
on Blackpool throughout the year, for what will be
the final year of traditional tramway operation in the
resort, and the last chance to sample a number of
much-loved cars before they move on to pastures
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Traffic Notes
new. It is perhaps a shame that so many restrictions
are going to be in place on the tramway this year,
however enthusiasts and organisations will certainly
be striving to make the most of what is available to
celebrate ‘the end’ in style.
We are, of course, one of the three organisations currently known to be organising tours over
the final weekend, and bookings are now coming
in steadily - don’t miss out! Ticket prices remain at
just £10 per person per tour, and we are running two
tours with ever-popular members of the fleet; full
details of the tours can be found on our website at
http://tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011.
Back onto this month’s content, we also see
the first in a series of articles focussing in on tramways across the world, written by my assistant editor
Andrew Blood. This time round we make a trip to the
Russian capital of Moscow, with a view into what
was once an extensive tramway system and of all
of the tramcars that are in operation.
Closer to home, this month’s magazine is
rounded off with a look at a number of rare black
and white photographs, taken by Clinton Shaw in
Blackpool during 1963. This is the first of a number
of photos from Clinton, and I just want to thank him
here for allowing us to publish these. If anyone else
has any old photographs that they would be happy
for us to publish in the magazine, please do get in
touch!
I have mentioned the brand new Tramways
Monthly website a few times now within these
columns, and I am extremely pleased to report that
we are now making serious progress with this, and
it should be online within the next month or so. Our
current website has now been in use without any
changes since April 2009, and is definitely starting to show its age and give a number of usability
issues, and it is hoped that the new website will
address both of these factors as well as introducing
a number of new features for you. If you have any
comments on what we could add to our website,
please do get in touch.
Sticking with new media, many of you by now
may have also noticed - and indeed “liked” - our
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Facebook page. This has been around for some
time now, but we’ve been increasing our usage of
it over the past couple of months, and it now boasts
an exclusive photo from times gone by every single
day, access to all the latest news and also additional ‘News EXTRA’ updates with photographs that
we couldn’t fit in to the main news stories. A number
of our readers are also posting their own tramway
photographs, and it’s a great, easy way to share
you stuff if you want - you can access the page
and view all the content without needing a Facebook account - just head to http://facebook.com/
tramwaysmonthly.
Our Twitter account has also been enjoying
increased activity, and its usage will continue to
increase over the year. Similarly to our Facebook
page, this contains all of the latest news stories and
announcements of new issue releases, and also
anything else that may be of interest to readers.
You can also view some of the conversations that
we’re having with other tramways in the UK and
further afield, and see the latest gen for many UK
systems with the tram output. This can be visited at
http://twitter.com/tramwaysmonthly, and again
you do not need a Twitter account to be able to
access the information.
Finally from me this month, I just want to thank
everyone who has been so supportive over the
last couple of months whilst we have been making
some transitions and changes to the magazine. It is
very much appreciated and thanks for bearing with
us - many have been not so considerate.
Enjoy the magazine!

Jack Gordon

Jack Gordon - 20/05/11
editor@tramways-monthly.com
Front Cover Caption

Manchester 765 was undoubtably the star of the show
on the tramway front at Beamish’s Great North Steam
Fair in April. The tram is seen here with Gateshead
10, the Editor’s favourite tram at Beamish, outside the
Musuem Entrance, on April 14th. Gareth Prior
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Manchester 765 departs Blackpool
Manchester California Car 765 left Blackpool on the morning of Monday 11th April, bound for Beamish Museum,
where it will be the star attraction in the Great North Steam
Fair.
The departure of 765 began when the familiar low
loader of Scotts Heavy Haulage arrived in Blackpool at
9.30am. The loading ramp swiftly constructed and driver
training cars 630, 631 and 737 dispatched onto the Prom
left the way clear for heritage Balloon 717 to pull 765 from
the shed.
Unfortunately as 765 emerged into daylight the
heavens opened and torrential rain began falling, which
certainly made the loading process a little more challenging. As the Scotts staff bravely battled the weather,
717 and 765 splashed towards the trailer where 765 was
winched aboard and secured in a record time.
Whether this was eagerness to escape the weather or because Scotts are now so used to dealing with
trams, the moves seem to be becoming more efficient
every time.
Safely aboard, the low loader carrying 765 finally
pulled into Hopton Road and headed down Lytham
Road and at 11.42 am 765’s loan period in Blackpool
officially came to an end.
765 had arrived in Blackpool on June 15th 2010,
as the first visiting vintage tram of the 125th anniversary celebrations and now becomes the last to leave.
Having spent the winter in Blackpool, it will now run at
Beamish until after the Easter holidays before returning to its home at Heaton Park.
Despite spending almost a year in Blackpool, its
appearances over the 125th celebrations were surprisingly sparse. Used frequently as a driver training
car, its passenger carrying outings were limited to
three tours plus use on the depot open day shuttle
on September 26th. Hopefully this unique car will
see a lot more exposure in 2011 at both Beamish
and Heaton Park.
765 has become the second tram to depart
Blackpool this year, following on from Sheffield 513
which left on February 16th.
So far in 2011 none of the home fleet has
departed for pastures new, despite the majority
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being sold and very unlikely to see use in the resort again.
AB

t & p Going, going, gone... Manchester 765 is loaded in
Blundell Street - with a little help from Balloon 717 - before
heading down Hopton Road and Lytham Road for the final
time, en route to Beamish Museum. All: Andrew Blood
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Easter services in Blackpool revealed
Following weeks of speculation by enthusiasts
and locals as to the amount of track which will
be available at Easter, Blackpool Transport have
finally released details of the services which
will be operated when the tramway reopens on
Good Friday.
Despite a last minute push by the contractors, the track north of North Pier will not be
ready in time and therefore the northern terminus of the tramway will be North Pier, at least for
the first few weeks of the season.
It had been hoped that Cabin would be
reached, but there remains work outstanding on
the Metropole and Gynn Square sections, which
will preclude trams from operating any further
north.
Easter will therefore provide the first opportunity for trams to use the revised and relocated
three track layout at North Pier
A 15 minute service has been advertised
over Easter, with the first tram scheduled to depart from Pleasure Beach at 9.20am and North
Pier at 9.35am, which means the first departure
from the depot will be around 9 o’clock. Last
trams leave the outer termini at 9.40pm.
Sadly, it seems that the tramway will retain
its later start and early finish, which was a feature
of the early season last year. It is expected that 4
or 5 trams will be sufficient to maintain the service, which will be the lowest turnout over Easter
in the tramway’s history.
Whether Balloons or Centenary cars make
up the required service cars is not yet known, nor
whether the modified Balloons will make their
debut over the holiday period. AB
pu Possibly a never to be repeated scene, as the
first traditional tram makes the journey onto the
new Starr Gate depot fan. Brush Car 631, propelled
by Engineering car 754, tests the alignment of the
newly erected overhead. Andrew Blood
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Brush car 631 visits Starr Gate
This week has proved to be a
busy one for Blackpool’s Brush
car 631, which has notched up a
unique claim to fame by being
the first passenger car to run to
Starr Gate since Standard 147 left
the southern terminus on a Tramways Monthly tour back in September 2009.
631 began the week on
Monday by making its 2011 debut
on the prom, when it accompanied sister car 630 and Trawler 737
on driver training duties, running
on the available track between
Foxhall and Pleasure Beach.
However, it was the following day, Tuesday April 13th that
631 was destined to make history.
Coupled to Engineering car 754,
which ran using its diesel power,
5

631 was towed along the prom
and over the newly laid track
south of the Pleasure Beach and
onto the track fan of the new
Starr Gate depot.
The pair were then used to
test the newly aligned overhead
and check it was compatible with
both 754s trolley and 631s pantograph.
Both trams spent the night at
the southern terminus before testing resumed on Wednesday and
then they were dispatched back
to more familiar territory at Rigby
Road.
The use of a member of the
soon to be withdrawn Brush cars
for this work was unexpected
but very welcomed, particularly
as no members of this class are

expected to be housed within the
new facilities at Starr Gate, which
will be reserved for the new Flexity
trams and possibly the modified
Balloons.
Therefore, it is highly unlikely
that a Brush car will ever be seen
on the depot track fan again. All
remaining members of this class
are believed sold, although some
have speculated that one will be
retained by Blackpool post 2012
as a spare tram.
Ironically, the one suggested
for this role is 631, meaning that
if a Brush car ever gets to Starr
Gate again it will more than likely
be the same one that went this
week. AB
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London Transport 1622 top runner of
2010

Crich Tramway Village have released the mileage figures for the calendar year 2010, revealing the top runner for the year. This accolade, which
more often than not is awarded to Blackpool Standard 40, has this year
seen London Transport 1622 emerge triumphant.
Although Berlin 3006 and Southampton 45 both ran more frequently
(140 and 64 days respectively), it was 1622, with 1253 miles under its belt,
which performed more mileage.
Four tramcars ran more than 1000 miles, with 1622 joined by, in
order, Southampton 45, Johannesburg 60 and Glasgow 22. At the bottom
of the pile came Oporto 273 and LCC 106, the latter returning to service
in July but withdrawn again after running on just seven days.
The figures also show that whilst top covered car and single deck
mileage increased over 2009, open top mileage fell by 4%, no doubt due
to the limited use of 106 and the withdrawal of Blackpool 166 for works
attention, leaving just Southampton 45 to fly the flag for the open topper.
Hopefully this situation will be rectified this year with 166 rejoining the fleet
and the restoration of LUT 159 nearing completion.
Availability of trams, and consequently the mileage they ran, was
also affected by the need to prepare trams for the Blackpool 125 events,
with Standard 40, Johannesburg 60, Oporto 273 and Blackpool 167 all
spending periods out of service in the peak summer.
Trams not featured last year, but expected to return to the rails for
2011 include Leeds 399, now fresh from overhaul, Blackpool 166, sporting
new paint in a revised livery and LUT 159, making its service debut. AB

Latest News

Seeing red at Heaton Park
The work to transform the former Blackpool replica Vanguard 619 into Heaton
Park number 7 is continuing, with a major
milestone in its transformation reached recently with the application of the first coat
of red paint, covering the previous brown.
Readers will recall that the intention
is to display 7 in an approximation of the
red and cream livery of Manchester's first
generation trams, many of which operated into the park as far as the current
depot.
For 619 this will represent its first
repaint since being overhauled for the
Tramroad Centenary in 1998, when it
received the brown and cream style in
which it arrived at Heaton Park.
However, it will not be the first time

it has appeared in red, as it was painted
red and cream in its previous existence as
OMO 7 between 1975 and withdrawal in
1987 and as 619 its original livery was also
an unusual mix of red, brown and cream.
The tram currently has its metal side
gates removed and these will need refitting prior to its expected launch over
the Easter holiday period, when it should
also have received a few more layers of
red paint and its new fleet number of 7.
The Easter period at Heaton Park will
provide the only opportunity to see two
red Blackpool trams operating together,
as current resident Marton 31 will be leaving for its home at Beamish shortly after,
to be replaced at the park by long term
resident Manchester 765. AB

q Gleaming in the sunlight, the new look Heaton Park 7 is revealed for the first time. Lacking
only the finishing touches, such as numbers and lining, 7 shares the depot spur with visiting
Blackpool 31 giving the opportunity to see two red and cream Blackpool trams together.
Joe Savage

Tram tour in Croydon

A tram tour is planned in Croydon to take place on Sunday 6th May,
using a special tram and covering, the routes to Wimbledon and New
Addington, as well as the depot and tram washing plant.
Two tours are planned, departing East Croydon at 12.15 and 15.15
and are being run in order to raise funds for the RNLI, with tickets costing £20. Other incentives planned on the tour include entertainment on
board, activity packs for children and a souvenir programme.
This is a very unusual and welcomed event, as tram tours on our
second generation systems are not very frequent. Compared to Blackpool and some of the museums, it could appear that the second generation systems have a much less varied fleet but activities such as this
will hopefully become more common, especially as the scope for variety
in Blackpool will inevitable be reduced in the near future. Hopefully, if this
event proves successful, it could spur on Metrolink, Midland Metro etc to
follow suit and help reignite tram tours in our major cities. AB
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Open day at Brinwell Road

On April 10th, the Lancastrian Transport Trust held
one of their bi-annual depot open days at their
premises at Brinwell Road on the Mereside estate in
Blackpool.
This was a chance to catch up with old friends
of the railed variety and, in particular, view the
progress on their latest restoration of English Electric
Railcoach 279.
Over the last twelve months, the allocation of
trams at Brinwell Road has undergone some changes, with long term residents Standard 143 and OMO
8 now ensconced in Rigby Road Depot, replaced
with Brush car 622 back in September 2010. Railcoach 279 and Coronation 663 are the other inhabitants at this storage facility.
The usual vintage buses ferried people to and
from Mereside from Blackpool Town Centre, and this
facility, as always, was free. Admission to the depot
itself was a modest £1.

Latest News
Sadly, it appears that buses were the main stars
of the day, lots being displayed prominently to be
admired by those enthusiasts of the diesel engine.
The three trams took a back seat, with the
positioning of the buses making it difficult to access
them and almost impossible to photograph.
Brush car 622 was sitting on a length of track
on the extreme left of the building, in a position
vacated by OMO 8. Its front cab end and trolley
tower were all that was visible but this revealed the
tram to be in rather a woebegone state. Parts of its
advert for the now closed Pontins has been peeled
away leaving untidy traces of the white base coat
underneath and the tram is without pantograph.
Internally, it appears the stripping of seats has been
undertaken and they are piled up inside the saloon.
622 is essentially being used as a source of
spare parts with its motors and trucks already seeing
new uses in OMO 8 and Brush car 632, but it was still

New
tram for North Pier?
The 16 Bombardier Flexity trams, which are due to start arriving

in Blackpool in the summer, might not be the only new trams to
arrive in the resort in the near future.
The town’s historic North Pier has recently been sold and
the new owners are planning an extensive refurbishment of this
popular visitor attraction and hope, as part of this, to reinstate a
tram service along its length.
The North Pier has seen a tram service before. In 1991 a
previous revamp of the pier included a 3 car diesel tram which
ran from the café area near the entrance to the theatre at
the end. The gauge was 2 feet 11 inches and the single track
occupied the centre of the decking, with the tram, built by a
fairground ride manufacturer in Derbyshire, carrying a maroon
and cream livery.
Ambitiously priced at 50p for a single ride, it never attracted a great following yet survived in seasonal service until 2004,
when the tramway was forced to close as it did not meet the
requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act. Removal of the
track and tram followed and the latter was quickly scrapped.
Although no timescale has been outlined for re-introducing the North Pier Tram, it will be interesting to see where these
plans are realised and whether a new low floor miniature tram
does grace the North Pier in the future. AB
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

sad to see it looking so forlorn.
The other two trams, Coronation 663 and
Railcoach 279 are side by side in the centre of the
building, partly hidden by a parked Stagecoach
bus. 663 remains untouched in its faded half green
and half cream livery and is not considered a priority
for restoration at this point.
Visible progress on the return of Railcoach 279
appears to have stalled somewhat, with the tram
looking much the same as on a previous viewing in
October. The tram has some side panelling in place
and the frontal domes have been constructed
along with the traditional streamlined cab ends.
Internally, all seating is intact but it is not known
at this stage when restoration work will be completed or whether the intention remains to return the
tram to operating condition along its home tracks.
AB

Rare chance to ride
through
Supertram depot
Depending whether you are an enthusiast
or regular commuter, the Easter holidays on
Sheffield Supertram will either bring disruption
or interest, with the announcement that engineering work is being planned over the four
day holiday in the Park Square area.
For regular travellers, this will mean their
journeys could be by a replacement bus, as
the line between Sheffield Station and Castle
Square will be inaccessible to trams. Services
planned to operate are Castle Square to Middlewood and Malin Bridge, Cricket Inn Road
to Meadowhall and Sheffield Station to Halfway. The purple route between Herdings Park
and Gleadless Townend will also be covered
by a replacement bus service.
For enthusiasts, the most notable feature
of this work will be on the route to Meadowhall, where trams will divert and run through
Nunnery Depot in service, giving a very rare
opportunity for ordinary passengers to ride on
this particular stretch of track. AB
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Trams get closer to New Street

It seems that good news is emerging from most of Britain’s second
generation tramways at the moment. Following the announcement
of further trams for Croydon, extensions for Nottingham and continued construction in Manchester comes the first tangible signs of the
extension for Midland Metro towards Birmingham New Street Station.
Work to bring the trams out of the current Snow Hill terminus
and onto the streets of Birmingham has required a newly constructed bridge, which started construction in October last year and has
finally been completed at a cost of around £3.19 million.
Also being built is a £9 million viaduct which will carry the trams
onto ground level and allow the first trams to penetrate Birmingham
city centre since the previous system was disbanded in 1953.
The £127 million extension to Midland Metro will make the
trams a much more dominant force in public transport in the West
Midlands area and it is expected that passenger numbers will be
increased significantly.
The current system has always suffered from having a relatively
obscure terminus in Birmingham as well as a fleet of trams which
lack the necessary capacity and have had reliability issues. The current work will address both these problems, with New Street being a
much more central location and a new fleet of trams proposed to
replace the current stock.
Work in Birmingham city centre itself is expected to begin next
year, with an expected opening date of 2015, which will tie in with
the remodelling of New Street station itself. AB

Latest News

Ambitious plans for Birkenhead tramway derailed
After months of uncertainty and speculation regarding the future of the Birkenhead
heritage tramway, it has been revealed that
potential buyer Merseytravel have ruled out
any involvement with the project, casting
grave doubts about the future of the line.
Originally the takeover of the tramway
was mooted last year when current owners,
Wirral Borough Council, began negotiations
with Merseytravel to assume control of the
tramway and other assets, such as the Pacific Road Arts Centre.
Ambitious plans were drawn up, which
could have seen the tramway extended significantly to serve the Wirral Waters development and other local attractions, creating
a really useful amenity for visitors and locals,
but the whole scheme has been aborted as
a result of pressures caused by the government spending cuts.
For a while it seemed that some of the
deal could be salvaged, as Merseytravel did
look at a reduced involvement which still included the tramway, but even this has now
been ruled out.
Wirral Borough Council have confirmed that the tramway, from Woodside
Ferry to Taylor Street, will continue on in its
current form for now and that a deal with
Merseytravel may be resurrected in the
future when the financial climate is more
amenable, but doubts must now exist about
its long term sustainability.
The closure of the Birkenhead tramway
would be a devastating blow to the MTPS,
who house their extensive collection of vintage vehicles in Taylor Street museum and
regularly operate them over the heritage
line.
Currently these include Liverpool 762
and horse car 43, Birkenhead 20, Lisbon 730

and Wallasey 78, all immaculately restored
and a credit to the society. Restoration work
on Liverpool 245 and Warrington 2 are also
still ongoing and any threat to the tramway
would inevitably impact on the ability of the
society to continue these superb restorations.
Also in Taylor Street are the Wirral Borough Council owned and Hong Kong built
69 and 70, which would presumably have
passed into Merseytravel ownership had
the deal been secured, but which will now
remain the property of the council.
Complicating matters further is Blackpool Brush car 626, which is owned by
Merseytravel itself and was bought when the
takeover bid was almost a foregone conclusion. 626 is now in limbo, as it was always
stated that it would only enter passenger
service once Merseytravel had assumed
control of the line.
Whether Wirral Borough Council or the
MTPS will now assume responsibility for the
car is unknown and for now it sits forlornly in
Pacific Road, with an uncertain future. It is
also not known what will happen with the
other Blackpool trams, which included a
twin car and another Brush car, which Merseytravel had earmarked to serve the extension and which now may not be making the
journey to Birkenhead.
Similarly, a loan deal for Boat 605,
owned by the LTT, had been negotiated, but
the chances of a Boat ride along the banks
of the River Mersey now looks to be an extremely unlikely prospect.
Let’s hope the future for Birkenhead
begins to look up and this fantastic tramway
can grow and thrive, regardless of who is in
control. AB

t The new three tone purple Hounds Hill advert on Centenary Car 648 sees daylight for the first
time during a shunt move at the depot. Andrew Blood
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Manchester Transport Museum
Heaton Park
Manchester
M25 5SW
Registered as a Charity: Number 505601

Website
www.heatonparktramway.org.uk
Email
heatonparktramway@hotmail.co.uk
Tel
0161 740 1919 or 01282 436 802

In order to relieve the operating burden of our valuable historic tramcars and to
provide sufficient suitable vehicles to operate any future extensions, the MTMS has
acquired a number of tramcars. These, along with other trams from the Greater
Manchester area are currently in storage in various locations. All of these vehicles
ultimately need to move to Heaton Park, some will have to move by the end of 2011.
In order to do this, we need to put up additional covered depot accommodation in
which to house them. As a result we are currently in discussions with a number of
parties including Manchester City Council as to the location of this initial structure
which will be capable of housing 3 Blackpool trams and 2 4-wheel trams. We have set
an initial figure of at least £20,000 for the project which we hope to complete in 2011.
Therefore the 'sponsor a foot' appeal is now online. You can sponsor a square foot of
depot for just £10! Each sponsor receives a certificate and their name on the 'foot
chart' There is no limit to how many square feet you can sponsor - any surplus funds
will be used for moving trams and go towards the next phase.
You can help by sponsoring now, using paypal on the website.
Postal sponsor form are available on the website and in the museum.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

International News

Spending cuts affect Dutch tramways
It seems like the government spending review as a result of the global financial crisis
is not limited to Britain, with recent news from
the Netherlands suggesting that cuts in public transport provision may soon affect the
operation of its city tramways.
The Amsterdam network is facing particularly savage cuts with the need to save a
reported 50 million Euros. In order to achieve
this there is a possibility that at least six of its
sixteen tram routes will have to be shortened
and evening and weekend services severely
reduced.
Amsterdam has an efficient and reli-

able tram service, with a fleet of 150 Siemens Combinos operating the majority of
services, which reach out to cover the suburbs of the city as well as serving the historic
centre, with most routes converging on the
city’s Centraal Station and this news will not
go down well with tourists and locals in this
vibrant city.
Strikes have already occurred in protest
at the savagery of the measures proposed,
which may also see tram services in the
neighbouring cities of Rotterdam and The
Hague similarly reduced. AB

New trams and operator for Nottingham
Following last weeks announcement that
the next phase of the extension to the Nottingham tram network has been agreed in
principal, further good news has emerged
from the East Midlands.
It has alsoe been announced that
an order has been placed for a further 22
trams, to supplement the 15 already in use,
though these will be constructed by Alstom
to their Citadis design, unlike the initial order
for 15 trams which was placed with Bombardier. This will lead to an improvement of
frequencies over the existing route and the
extensions.
Operating these new trams will be a
new consortium, as the current operator,
Arow, have been unsuccessful in their bid
to continue in this role. Taking over will be
a new group, Tramlink Nottingham, who
are expected to take control from around
August this year.
A less welcome announcement from
the new operators has been the decision
that in the near future the tram system will
9

move towards pre-payment of fares, ultimately meaning that on board ticket sales
using conductors will be phased out and
all tickets will need to be purchased from
machines before boarding - similar to the
system that has been in place in Manchester
since the system opened.
This has been met with a mixed response as it has previously been stated that
the use of conductors has added to the
appeal of the Nottingham tram, eliminating
any fare dodging and providing a human
‘face’ to deal with passenger enquiries.
The value of a conductor has long
been realised on Sheffield’s Supertram
where pre payment was abandoned early
in the systems life and replaced successfully
with conductors.
It is hoped that no drop in revenue or
patronage is experienced in Nottingham
when this change is implemented, which it
is claimed will happen gradually, with the
redundant conductors offered alternative
employment within the operation. AB
Issue 26 - April 2011

News in Pictures
t Seaton Tramways Car 11 shows off its newly applied
two tone pink livery, chosen to replace the previous
scheme on sister car 8 and helping to support Breast
Cancer awareness as well as being a popular addition to
the diverse Seaton fleet. Seaton Tramway
tq With the possibility of a new tramway operating
along North Pier, here is a view of the original 3 car tram,
which shuttled up and down the pier between 1991 and
2004. Andrew Blood
q The new look for the Balloon cars is shown on newly
outshopped car 713. The car’s widened centre entrances
and temporary all white livery can clearly be seen. 713
is the third of the Balloons to be completed and awaits
clearance test before resuming passenger service for the
first time since 2009. Andrew Blood
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Beamish Great North Steam Fair 2011 by Andrew Blood

The Great North Steam Fair at the North of England Open Air Museum at Beamish has been one of the most hotly anticipated events of the year so far. Held annually, this event sees a plethora of steam related vintage machines visiting the museum and operating in the town and on the museum’s railway. Sadly there are
currently no steam trams in the country in operable condition but the museum’s tramway group didn’t let this stop them from putting on a great show – with the
much anticipated loan of Manchester 765 from Heaton Park guaranteed to draw in the crowds.
head 10 plus Oporto 196 and
of the show.
Sheffield 264, with Leeds 6 on
Arriving on the Saturday morning, your corlong term loan from the MTMS
respondent was dismayed on alighting from the
and joined for the event by
service bus to find a queue of around 700 people
Manchester 765. The final tram
stretching all the way from the entrance to the
in residence is Blackpool Balloon
museum to the furthest reaches of the car park.
101 (formerly 703 and owned
Clearly this was a testimony to the popularity of
by the LTT.) The original plan for
the event but standing in line for over an hour
the steam event was to see the
did slightly tarnish the beginning of the day. Next
debut of three trams, Manchestime, must remember to book online before setting
ter 765, Balloon 101 plus a freshly
off! However, spirits lifted upon finally entering the
repainted and overhauled
museum to see Leeds 6 pulling away from the tram
Newcastle 114. However, as the
stop at the entrance. This was to be one of the four
event drew nearer it became
service trams in the morning and was being ably
apparent that these plans were
crewed by volunteers of the MTMS. The trams at
somewhat over ambitious. 101
Beamish operate in a full circle through the site and
still requires a lot of work in order
at busy times a four car service is provided, with a
to make it serviceable and it
tram every ten minutes in both directions. For today,
was realised that workshop conLeeds 6 was joined by Gateshead 10 on the antistraints would make it
impossible to comNormally held in September, this year the event
plete this in the time available. Furtherwas scheduled to take place from April 14th to 17th
more, a delay by external contractors in
and Tramways Monthly was there to bring you full
returning one of 114’s overhauled motors
coverage of what turned out to be an eventful and
meant that it too would have to miss out
fun packed event.
on the event.
As regular readers of Tramways Monthly will be
Despite these setbacks there
aware, the Beamish tramway fleet currently consists
remained enough interest to make the
of six vehicles, plus three more which are on loan
event a very worthwhile one and they
in the North East. Discounting Blackpool 31 which is
allowed the visiting tram – Manchester
still at Heaton Park, the regular fleet consists of local
765 to take centre stage and be the star
trams Newcastle 114, Sunderland 16 and Gatesp Manchester 765 sits hopefully outside the depot whilst engineers from Beamish and Heaton Park
examine its axle box, prior to it re-entering service. Andrew Blood
u Two MTMS trams are seen together outside Beamish’s depot. 765 is just about to undergo its first test
run and will follow Leeds 6 on two complete circuits of the track, before replacing it as the service car.
Andrew Blood
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clockwise circuit, with Sunderland 16 and Oporto
196 running clockwise. Manchester 765 was notable
by its absence but a quick dash to the depot area
found it basking in the sunshine and being prodded
by various volunteers from the MTMS. After operating successfully on the Thursday it had developed
a hot axle box on the Friday and had had to be
withdrawn from service. The car had suffered similar
faults whilst on loan to Blackpool last year and was
clearly missing the shorter line and easier operating
conditions at Heaton Park.
A glance inside the depot revealed the sorry
looking sight of Sheffield 264, tucked in a corner and
slowly being surrounded by detritus. On my pervious
visit to Beamish fifteen years ago this tram was in
regular service but now awaits the funds for a complete overhaul which will hopefully be forthcoming
soon. A peek inside the workshop area revealed
the two trams upon which work is currently lavished.
Balloon 101 was tucked right at the back almost out
of sight but Newcastle 114 was the focus of a lot of
attention from Beamish’s skilled workshop crew. Ignoring the bustle of activity outside, the dedicated
painters, led by Phil Anderson were skilfully applying
the finishing touches to 114’s revised livery, in anticipation of a hoped for launch later in the year.

Stepping back outside and
the volunteers from the MTMS
were confident that a temporary repair to Manchester 765
would be sufficient for it to return
to service. Keen not to see the
star attraction languishing out of
the limelight, the team took the
tram on a cautious circuit of the
tramway. As luck would have it,
as 765 pulled out of the depot
approach, Leeds 6 had just arrived with another full load from
the Town and so the two Heaton
Park visitors operated in tandem
around the site, which was much
appreciated by the waiting
throng of photographers. The
test results proved inconclusive
so a second run was ordered,
following which 765 was declared fir for action and assumed its service role,
with Leeds 6 returning to the sanctuary of the depot
in its place.
For me personally, the faults with 765 were a
cloud with a silver lining as, without them, the Leeds
tram would probably not have appeared
in service and this therefore gave me the
opportunity to sample a fifth car. It was
very pleasing to see the determination
which the MTMS and Beamish volunteers
approached the difficulties with 765 and
the end result was a triumph for their cooperation and skills.
The remainder of the day was spent
sampling the delights of this huge mu-

seum. The atmosphere which had been created
by the visiting steam engines added to the already
authentic ambience that Beamish have lovingly
recreated. To see the trams mingling in the recreated street scene amongst passing steam engines,
to smell the smoke and fumes and to hear the
clang of tram goings mixed with the whistle as a
vintage steam roller passed by were all memorable
experiences. Motorbikes roared passed, their drivers
not encumbered by crash helmets in 1913 and the
distant plumes of smoke were a remainder of the
stream trains at work in the colliery area and on the
short vintage railway.
As the afternoon wore on the crowds intensified and every tram was noted with a full standing

pu The Town area is the hub of Beamish – with recreated shops providing a real sense of life in the
past. Two trams, Manchester 765 and Sunderland 16, meet up – with the smoke in the top corner as
evidence of one of the vintage steam engines which were a major presence at the event. Andrew
Blood
t Almost twins! The magnificently restored Gateshead 10, which was the first tram to enter service at
Beamish, is passed at the museum entrance by Oporto 196, carrying the same Gateshead maroon
livery. Andrew Blood
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load and queues of eager passengers left behind to await the next service. It
was slightly unfortunate that, of the four service trams three were small capacity single deckers. Clearly, the larger capacity of trams like Newcastle 114 and
especially Blackpool 31 were missed on this day. However, no-one seemed to
mind a short wait and, with a ten minute frequency operated in both directions, the next tram wasn’t long in arriving. Even the last journeys, as the trams
headed back to the depot, were packed with people. Oporto 196 was the first
tram to return to the confines of the depot, followed by the Sunderland and
Gateshead cars. However, for Manchester 765, its day was not over, as a special
photo shoot occurred after the normal closing time, in which various vintage
steam vehicles were posed in the street along with 765 and fellow visitor Leeds
6. This event rounded off what had been an amazing day; the crowds of visitors
proved a fitting testimony to Beamish’s imagination in organising such a unique
event.
The highlights of the day were difficult to pinpoint, but the sight of Manchester 765 descending the steep hill towards Pockerely Manor, packed full of
happy visitors is one which I won’t forget in a hurry. Hopefully, the next special
event at Beamish, Power from the Past, will be equally as memorable and, with
the added bonus of at least one visiting tram in the shape of Blackpool Pantograph 167, it should prove to be another unforgettable few days.
t A photo which sums up the atmosphere of the Great North Steam Fair – visiting
tram, vintage bus and steam engine all pass at the museum entrance. Andrew Blood
t Standing forlornly in a corner of the main depot is Sheffield 264. a former stalwart of
the tram service but now derailed and awaiting the chance to shine again, as soon
as funding for its overhaul is found. Andrew Blood
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Andrew’s Foreign Forays: 1 - Moscow by Andrew Blood

Moscow has an extensive tramway system, with numerous routes and a wide variety of trams, although tourists to this city may well miss them as, over the years,
the system has contracted and trams removed from the centre of the city and now run no-where near traditional tourists haunts such as Red Square or the Kremlin.
The main role of the tram in Moscow is now to serve outlying suburbs, carrying mainly local passengers but, on a visit to the city in 2009, I managed to track them
down and found an interesting, if a little battered and worn, system in operation...
t These trams appear to be the backbone of Moscow’s tram
fleet and were certainly the type I saw most often. Known as KTM’s, the
majority carry this colour scheme of white and a deep cream and seem
to be numbered in the 1000 and 2000 series. The livery and numbering
system appears to be a little random in Moscow, which can get confusing for the enthusiast – I counted six distinct fleet liveries during my visit!
tq For added variety, some KTM’s are also painted blue and
white and numbered in either the 1000, 4000 or 5000 series! Car 4119 on
route 43 passes examples of the increased westernisation of Moscow,
with large department stores and McDonalds springing up throughout
the city.
q The nearest the tramway system comes to serving a tourist attraction is along this wide reservation, which is close by the National
Space museum, complete with a huge space rocket in the grounds. At
this point the tramway also parallels a monorail system, which can be
seen above KTM car 2009. This is a busy location, where several routes
meet and trams can be held up in long queues. 2009 is one of a few
trams which are starting to carry all over advertising.
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pt Standing at the terminus of route 21 is car 3045, one of the most unusual types of tram in the Moscow fleet. All carrying numbers in the 30xx series and
wearing yet another fleet livery of red and white, these cars look very boxy and
use a diamond pantograph for current collection, rather than the single armed
variety carried by the KTM’s.
p Also numbered in the 3000 series are a batch of T3’s, some of which carry
another unique fleet livery of yellow and white. Some routes only require single
units but many of the T3’s operate in couple form reminiscent of Prague. Solo
Car 3373 has just left a wooden section on route 15 and loads at a busy intersection where five different routes pass or terminate.
t The remainder of the T3’s carry a more traditional red and white livery as
in this view taken at the terminus of routes 6, 15, 23 and 28. When operated on
routes requiring couple cars, most T3’s are paired with a car of the same livery.
However, instances do occur of yellow and red cars being mixed. Here, car 3430
on route 6 is at the rear of a mismatched pairing.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p The only route in Moscow to be known by a letter rather than a number is Route A, also known as Anouska and billed as a tourist route. Before riding it, I expected it to either
pass some historic or scenic sights or to employ vintage traction. However, it runs through a run down part of the city and uses standard T3 cars, painted in a livery of red and yellow and looking particularly run down. Therefore, I wasn’t able to work out what the attraction would be to the tourist. One T3 on the route was decorated as a party tram, although
Issue 26 - April 2011
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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I constantly failed to be in the right place to take a picture of it. Here, at the terminus, also shared with routes 3 and 39, is T3 1310 with a KTM waiting to load behind.

Pictorial

p A final view in Moscow shows three different KTM cars in three
different liveries. The lead car, 5050 is wearing an attractive yellow based all over advert and is leading sister cars wearing the
cream and white and blue and white versions of the fleet livery.
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The OMO Cars

The latest venture from ‘Train Crazy’ Publications was released over the Easter weekend
and follows on from their previous work on
the Twin Cars, which appeared last year.
Title
The OMO Cars - The Story of Blackpool’s
The book tells the complete story of the
One Man Operated tramcars, Philip
thirteen OMO trams, rebuilt between 1972
Higgs & James Millington, Train Crazy,
and 1976, which are credited with guiding
80pp hardback, monochrome/colour,
the tramway through a particularly difficult
ISBN 978 1 907648 04 5
period and allowing its ultimate survival and
Price
reincarnation into the Supertram system it is
rrp £19.95
soon to become.
For me personally, it was an eagerly
Availability
anticipated publication, as the OMOs are
Blackpool Tram Shop, North Pier, Promenade, Blackpool, Lancashire, FY1 1NE.
the trams of my childhood, thirteen red and
Tel: 01253 752 993. Web: www.tramscream trams which trundled up and down
magazine.co.uk
the promenade during early holidays in
Blackpool; trams to be avoided at all costs
Period
N/A
when a more exciting Balloon or Brush car
was waiting behind. They all looked the
Region
same and provided an uncomfortable
Blackpool
journey on their back to back seats, a sentiment which was shared by long suffering
Verdict
The OMO Story – from failed trials,
commuters of the time. However, as they
i to inception, mundane existence,
began to be mercilessly swept away in the
demise and then re-birth.
name of progress, replaced by the Centeexcellent photographs
+ Features
nary Cars, the class began to gain a new
from different periods in the lives of
respect and, today they are held in high
the OMO, good quality reproduction and fascinating rare views.
esteem by many, as witnessed by the joy at
Some black and white photos de– tract from the presentation and text the appearance of number 8 for the 125th
anniversary procession last year.
is a reprint of an earlier work.
The 80 page book begins with the story
of the failed prototype OMO, Brush car 638 and takes the reader through the
life span of the OMO, from their initial rushed construction, repaints into red and
later green and their ultimate demise, concluding with the post service lives of
cars 5, 8 and 10. Unfortunately, the text has been lifted directly from an earlier
work on these cars, published in 2002 and therefore, apart from later developments involving 8 and 10, there is nothing new to read for those who have
the previous book. The publishers claim this as a new book, but judging from
the amount of recycled material, I feel it would have been more accurate to
advertise it as a reprint or a second addition. To those who have never read the
original, the text provides much interesting information, but it is a shame the opportunity wasn’t taken to re-write the original text for those who have.
The chosen illustrations are the book’s undoubted strength. There are views

of all the cars in
the different liveries they sported
over their lives
and some extremely rare views
of cars undergoing pantograph
trials and in the
process of receiving workshop
attention. My
particular favourites include a view
of cars 1, 5 and
11 at the rear of
the depot, all in
matching green
and cream liveries and car
10 passing sister number 5,
which has been disabled
by a smashed pantograph.
The colour photographs are
all clear, in focus and have
been printed to a high standard.
However, I feel it a
shame that the book didn’t
attempt to be a full colour
production. The few black
and white photographs
distract slightly from the quality of the colour illustrations,
especially as the history of
the OMOs falls comfortably into the era where colour photography was common place. Black and white could have been justified for rare views, but this is
not the case in this book and common views, such as OMO 8 at Little Bispham
in red livery, must exist in colour in some enthusiast’s collection.
To sum up, this publication is a worthy addition to the book shelf of anyone who admires Blackpool trams and, in particular, this fascinating and often
derided class. Hopefully, the next book from Train Crazy, focussing on a different class of trams will benefit from brand new text, which will be even more of a
reason to purchase a copy. AB
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Book

Reviews

DVD

Reviews

Blackpool 125 DVD

ing well edited and beautifully shot.
Slightly disappointingly,
at the end of each segment
the viewer is returned to
the main menu, instead of
being able to watch all the
way through without interuption, however again this
is only a minor niggle and
does have its advantages in
allowing you to view whichever section you want in
any order!
As suggested, the
next three sections are all
fairly self-explanatory, and
feature all of the heritage
tramcars that operated in
Blackpool during the Anniversary week, as well as the
majority of the regular service fleet. Again, the film is
left unnarrated with only the
sounds of Blackpool, and it
was particularly nice to see
all of the trams operating up
and down the promenade - many for the last time ever. A variety of conventional and more interesting camera angles only adds further interest to the DVD
and keeps the viewer engaged throughout.
The final section to the DVD moves away from Blackpool itself, and instead
focusses on the Heaton Park Tramway in Manchester, which held a ‘Blackpool
Day’ on the 21st November. The DVD features bonus footage from the day and night, with trams running in the dark until around 7PM - including all four of
the Blackpool trams that were present - Railgrinder 752, Marton Box 31, Replica Vanguard 619 and on-loan from Blackpool Transport Balloon 706 ‘Princess
Alice’. The footage is of the same calibre as that found elsewhere within the
DVD, and also helps to remember just what a brilliant event this was - indeed,
a personal highlight was seeing myself both at the controls of 619 and riding up
and down on many other tramcars.
All in all, this is an excellent DVD and is well worth the £12 retail price - particularly when viewed against the official DVD. Highly reccommended. JG

For many, the 125th Anniversary of Blackpool’s world famous tramway was one
of the best - if not the best - tram events
Title
to have taken place within their lifetime.
Blackpool 125 - Celebrating The 125th
The sheer determination of the organising
Anniversary Of The Opening Of The
parties to keep going and provide such a
Blackpool Tramway, Bob Hodges Transcomprehensive series of events in the light
port DVDs, 73 minutes
of numerous adverse circumstances shows
Price
just how well the tramway movement can
rrp £12.00
work together when needed, and this new
DVD completely epitomises the Anniversary
Availability
Week - and a little bit more!
Mr. R Hodges, 41 Camphill Road,
Split into five intuitive segments - the
West Byfleet, Surrey, KT14 6EG. Email:
bobatwb@netscape.net. Web: http://j.
Anniversary Parade (including the Depot
mp/mhmWBH
Open Day), the Blackpool heritage cars,
the visiting heritage cars, the normal servPeriod
ice fleet and the Blackpool Day at Man125th Anniversary Celebrations
chester’s Heaton Park tramway - this DVD
Region
comprehensively covers all aspects of the
Blackpool
events, and, in your reviewer’s opinion, better than the Official DVD on many fronts.
Verdict
The lack of any narration on the video,
125 years of Blacki Celebrating
pool’s tramway - the procession,
with on-screen captions instead being
depot open day, all the visiting and
favoured, is a massive bonus point, allowvintage fleets and more!
ing the viewer the opportunity to immerse
menu options, comprehenthemselves in the unimpeded sounds of the
+ Intuitive
sive professional footage of events,
Blackpool tramway, and relive September’s
nice mixture of stills and video.
events all over again. The quality of the
of chapters for viewing ease,
– Lack
footage throughout is excellent, and is also
returned to the menu after each
segment, otherwise nothing of note.
interspersed with a number of still photographs, affording the viewer further coverage of the events where video would
have been unnecessary.
The first part of the DVD begins by looking at each of the trams that were
on display at the Depot Open Day, as well as other cars that were either stored
or not required for service at the back of the depot, before moving onto the
Anniversary Procession itself. The DVD could perhaps benefit here, and in other
places, from chapters, allowing the viewer to skip directly to specific parts, however this is only a minor comment and does not impinge on the viewing pleasure of the DVD. We see the Anniversary Procession a total of three times on the
DVD - forming up on the loop at the Pleasure Beach, before seeing each tram
departing the loop for Bispham. A location change then sees the each of the
trams returning back towards the Pleasure Beach, with all three sequences be-
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Postal Car is the place where we publish your letters, comments and anything else that doesn’t really go anywhere in particular! If you want to pop something in the box for next time’s Postal Car, please email it to postalcar@tramways-monthly.com!

Dear Tramways Monthly,
I refer to your recent item regarding the above news item.
The vehicle was built on
Greenwood and Batley electric
truck from the 1940’s with a tram
body added in the early 1970’s. The
intention was to replace the rubber
tyres in order to add flanged wheels
so that it could operate on a two
foot gauged railway. Construction
of the vehicle was by a member of
the East Anglia Transport Museum,
however the work was not completed and ultimately sold. The vehicle
included headlights and used ticket
boxes from an RT bus and handrails
from a London Horse bus.
As far as I can ascertain the
vehicle has new been operated.
Regretably I never did take
any photographs of this vehicle.
Regards,
Tim Major, by email
Many thanks for providing the additional information about the Great
Yarmouth tram vehicle Tim. We featured it in the ‘All Change’ segment
of issue 23, following a listing being
made on the popular online acution site ‘eBay’. Hopefully readers
will find this additional information
of interest, and it certainly helps to
solve the mystery of exactly what
it is! Does anyone know what has
come of the vehicle since the eBay
listing ended? We would like to
know if you do! JG
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Derelict Tramcar: Morecambe

Swansea Corporation
Tramways 14

Dear Tramways Monthly,

Matthew Jones

Early 20th Century Tram Great Yarmouth

I ‘found’ this wonderful relic
in a field near Morecambe - I have
researched it on the internet and
there seems to be very little insight
into its origins or story and I thought
it might be of interest to yourselves
and readers. I’d love to know more
about it myself and hope it is of
some interest to yourselves.
Further pictures can be found
on my Flickr site at http://www.
flickr.com/photos/tangerinedream/
sets/72157626676070602/ , adn I
have roughly geo-tagged the location of them all.
All the best,
Matthew Jones, by email
Does anyone know any further
information about these tramcar
remains? If you do, please get in
touch with us via the email address
at the top of this page and we will
pass on the information to Matthew,
as well as publishing the responses
here. JG

Dear Tramways Monthly,
I was wondering if you or your
readers had any information or
history about Swansea Corporation
Tram No. 14, which I saw at
Swansea, at the National
Waterfront Museum of
Wales, next to the front end
of Swansea & Mumbles Tram
No. 7, which I saw on Sunday
13th June 2010.
I enjoy ‘Tramways
Monthly’ very much, and
would be interested to know
if anyone can help.
Best wishes,
Clinton Shaw, Surbiton,
Surrey
Again - can anyone help
with any more information
about this tramcar? Sadly,
here in the Editorial Office we don’t know much
about the tram either, and
we would look forward to
hearing any further information about it so that we
can both publish it here
for the interest of other
readers of the magazine,
as well as forward on the
information to Clinton in
response to his question.
As usual, please get in
contact with us via the
address at the top of this
page if you can help! JG
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Down Memory Lane...

Blackpool: Friday 6th September 1963 by Clinton Shaw
The 1963 season was, in many ways, the end of an era. The Marton and
Lytham road routes had gone and that to North Station was soon to follow.
Perfectly serviceable trams were being dispatched to the breakers and an
air of gloom was descending on the tramway as it fought for survival. These
pictures, taken on September 6th 1963 showing a very different tramway to
today and features many trams which sadly are no more.

t The end is close for the North Station route, with complete closure coming only a couple of months after this photo was taken. Brush Car 287, later
renumbered 624 and now preserved after years as a works car, stands at the
Dickson Road terminus, its trolley swinging out on the automatic trolley reverser.
The shortened terminus outside the Odeon was only introduced in 1961 and
lasted for three seasons before the route was abandoned. Today the scene
here is similar, although the Odeon has become Funny Girls and buses load here
instead of trams.

u Coronation Car 311 swings around the curve from Pharos Street into Lord
Street at the beginning of its journey to Starr Gate. The trunk service between
Starr Gate and Fleetwood had been in the grip of the Coronations since their introduction in 1952 but this was the last season in which their stronghold was maintained, with railcoaches increasingly taking over from 1964 as the slow demise of
the Coronations began.
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u Balloon Car 249, now resident at Crich, stands at the Starr Gate terminus
ready to depart as a special to Cabin. 249 is carrying the 1950s livery and sports
the single destination indicator which was only fitted to a few of the Balloon Cars
at this time. Roof windows and between deck adverts for Empire Pools also feature. Behind is Coronation Car 316 on the scheduled Fleetwood service, with a re
panelled front dash having had all decorative embellishments removed.

t Twin Set 678+T8 pauses near the Tower on a journey to the Pleasure
Beach. The Trailer was only 18 months old at this point and, apart from one set,
the remainder of the Twin Cars were still operating in their original configuration.
Alteration, with control equipment placed in the trailer, was never carried out
on this set, which remained in its original condition until 1972 when the trailer was
withdrawn and the towing car returned to use a conventional Railcoach.
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t A line up of three cars at Fleetwood Ferry, with two English Electric railcoaches sandwiching a Coronation. Second series car 269 heads the line up on
a Service 1 working to North Station, with 316 behind and 201 bringing up the
rear. 269 was destined to run for another seven years before an accident saw it
withdrawn and eventually rebuilt as the pioneering OMO 1. 316 eventually became 652 and was scrapped in 1969 whilst the first production Railcoach 201 had
probably the most unusual death of any Blackpool tram. Only a few weeks after
this photo was taken, 201 was operating a service journey to Fleetwood but was
stopped at Bispham. Its passengers transferred to a waiting Brush Car, 201 was
sent straight to Thornton Gate where dismantling began immediately.

u A view of Starr Gate turning circle, with Coronation 305, the car which
famously travelled around Marton when new, stands ready to depart on the intermediate promenade service to Cleveleys, with a Balloon car waiting patiently
behind. This scene has changed completely, with the loop now forming part of
the depot entrance track.
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p The loss of the town routes resulted in a surplus of trams and the period from
1962-1965 witnessed the mass slaughter of many perfectly serviceable vehicles. As well
as the loss of the Pantographs and Marton Vambacs, the English Electric Railcoach fleet
was decimated as the tramway struggled to adapt to its lesser role. Many were broken
up inside Marton Depot but Thornton Gate sidings were also used for disposal, allowing
a close up view of their destruction. Here, Railcoach 218 begins its slow dismemberment; seats and trolley tower have been removed before work begins on dismantling
the body.
u The tram pinch sign was once a familiar sight on tramways across Britain, warning motorists that trams were about to veer across their path but this one in Fleetwood
was one of the last examples to survive. Also seen in this view is the former Bold Street
Depot, last used by trams in 1920. This building, which dated from 1899, was eventually
demolished in 1973 and the site is now occupied by a block of flats.
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Free Range Trams: 3 - Lisboa by Peter Free

This month we go back to 1988 and visit Lisbon, well known for its historic 900mm gauge tram fleet operated by Carris. We take a ride around the Graça circle of
lines 12 and 28, one of the steepest adhesion worked tram routes in the world, and also one with the tightest clearances to the adjacent buildings. The trams on this
line were well suited to the steep gradients, and during our visit, comprised “Standard” and “Modern” (or lightweight) cars, with most carrying the characteristic
Lisbon advertising liveries.

p This classic view shows the separation point of routes 12 and 28 on a steep section of roadway
at São Tomé, producing the need for a difficult turnout on a curve and gradient. A view which, apart
from the road vehicles, has hardly changed in the lifetime of the tram, No. 717, a “standard” car of the
late 1930s. This tram was still in service with Carris in 2010 and a further example of this type, No. 730, can
now be seen in England at the Merseyside Tramway Preservation Society. Peter Free
u No.741, a Lisbon “modern” of 1947, squeezes between the buildings on a sharp curve on its way
to Rua da Conceiçao on line 28. These four-wheeled lightweight cars were fitted with a British Maley &
Taunton bogie and braking system specially adapted for the steep gradients known as the “hilly routes”.
This tram, although based on “modern” equipment, has been fitted with an older “standard” body and
is still in service in 2010. The original body of 741 is now a museum exhibit in Lisbon. Peter Free
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u The single track sections on the Graça circle have hand signallers with stop/go boards to signal the trams in turn through the single
lines. Notice how the signaller has taken a break and left his baton
wedged into the door frame of the local shop. The tram is a Line 28 service, terminating on the other side of the city centre at Estrela, although
line 28 services normally continue to Prazeres. Peter Free

•

In the next installment of ‘Free Range Trams’, we will be staying
in Portugal, and heading over to Porto to take a look at two Brill
cars on the system. FRT will return next month - we look forward
to seeing you!

Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tram Tour n Tr

Twin Car Twilight - A Farewell to Twin Set Two...
November 6th 2011 marks the end of an era. Join us for the final
ever runs of Twin set 672+682 along Blackpool’s world famous tramway, departing from the Pleasure Beach at 11AM. Tickets cost £10
per person. More information and booking details on our website.

*** Don’t delay - book today! ***
http://www.tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Perth E66 to return to traffic

Special Feature

by Graham Lees

The Perth Electric Tramway Society has
nearly completed the restoration of tram E66
at its workshops in Whiteman Park, near the
state capital of Western Australia.
The E Class trams were modelled on
some trams acquired from the Brush Company of Loughborough, England, in 1903.
These new trams were numbered 64 to 73
and built by the Western Australian Government Transport workshops at Midland Junction in 1916, classed E.
They were close in dimension to the
Brush trams, with 14 side windows and end
entrances, but with a letter board over
the saloon windows and a plain arch roof
instead of a clerestory. They had seating for
64, with 16 standing inside and 12 standing
on the platforms behind the motorman.
They ran on Brill 62E maximum traction
trucks powered by 70hp GE218c motors. The
air brakes were made by Westinghouse with
a General Electric compressor. Ackley emergency hand brakes were also installed.
GE K36J controllers were used with 4
series and 4 parallel notches. It weighed 15
tons.
In the 1940s, the original inverted basin
type of roof ventilators were replaced by a
flat type and lifting windows were fitted.
Car 66 was the last car to run in Perth
on July 19, 1958. After the closure of the
tramway, it was used to shunt vehicles destined to be scrapped. In 1959, the body was
transported to the Perth Zoo as a display
and was carefully tended by PETS founders,
Lindsay Richardson and Ric Francis.
It has been restored using some parts of
tram E67, but much of the original bodywork
of 66 has been retained. New reversible type
seats have been cast and built locally.
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Noel Blackmore supervised the restoration team of volunteer members.
When PETS was formed in 1985, Fremantle Municipal Tramways 29 was the first
Western Australian built tram to be restored
and now runs regualry in Whiteman Park,
along with a number of ex-Melbourne W
Class vehicles.
It is fitting that 66, the last tram to run in
Perth, be the first Perth tram to be restored.
It is due to go into operation on October 9,
2011, when Whiteman Park celebrates its
25th Anniversary.
pu The last day of operations in Perth. 66 is
mobbed by passengers. PETS Collection
u “E66 Returns to the Car Barn” - an acrylic on
canvas painting by the article’s author, Graham Lees. PETS Colelction
q 66 nearing completion in the PETS workshop.
Freemantle Municipal Tramways 29 can just be
seen in front of it. Graham Lees
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The Tramways of Egypt - Part One by Lars Richter

I have long played with the idea of visiting Egypt to
explore the tramways there. Egypt does not often
feature in the transport press and I had problems
finding out what was still running. So, in February
2010 a trip was planned to visit all the tramlines. I
was joined by three friends from Germany, two from
England and one from Poland (living in the UK).
We had heard that the Sjkoldenaesholm
museum (Denmark) president was going there with
a friend and we managed to arrange a trip that
would take us all there, staying at the same hotels
or nearby. Egypt is a poor country and we wanted
a little luxury, so most of us opted for expensive
5 star accommodation. With prices low for most
things in Egypt this meant that we did not pay more
than we would have paid for a good 3 star hotel
in a European capital, though. We also wanted a
hotel with a bar!
Trying to organise depot visits before we left
proved tricky, Egyptians don't seem to like responding to emails or faxes (written in English) and finding
the right contacts was almost impossible. Luckily we

managed to get hold of contact
people in Cairo and Alexandria and
also at Media City - only the telephone proved helpful in the end.
So we went... February is ideal for
visiting, warm but not too hot and
few tourists.
Egypt has two tramway operators: CTA Cairo and APTA Alexandria. Cairo also runs the Helwan light
rail system (this is a separate city
south of Cairo and can be reached
by the Cairo metro). In 1991 they
also took over the Cairo - Heliopolis interurban system (Heliopolis is
located within the Cairo governate
and thus is technically now just
a Cairo suburb). All tramlines in
Greater Cairo (which includes Helwan) are metre gauge. In Alexandria, APTA runs the 1435mm city network and also
the Ramleh interurban (though all the area through
which this runs has been absorbed
into Alexandria). In 6th of October
City there is a film studio (Media
City) that has a short single track
tramline and operates (for film productions) an old 4-wheel ex-Cairo
(CTA) tram.
We all arrived in Cairo at different times (some during the night)
and getting from the new airport
to the hotel by taxi was easy. The
prices differ, the cheapest option
seems to go to one of the taxi company kiosks in the arrival hall - a nice
8 seater mini van with aircon is usually available at a lower price than
a regular clapped-out Fiat Polski

taxi. The price of a bus ride in Europe! I had booked
a Lufthansa flight but it was operated by Egypt Air.
No complaints whatsoever (a friend from Berlin had
joined me in Frankfurt).
Arriving in Cairo during the day allowed us to
sample the horrendous traffic from the comfortable
taxi seat. Traffic in Cairo is very noisy, sounding the
car horn every minute just seems to go with driving
a car (they don't do it in Alexandria much). Also the
Cairo air can be extremely full of smog and we noticed this the minute we left the taxi - not an ideal
destination for anyone having problems breathing. After strengthening ourselves in the Sherlock
Holmes Pub in the Ramses Hilton (no Guinness...)
we ventured out. Crossing the road in Cairo for the
first time takes some courage. Don't believe that a
zebra crossing or a green pedestrian light offers you
any kind of right to start walking. We noticed that
you simply dive in and the slow car traffic (heavy
congestion!) usually avoids you. One should keep

p & t Belgian built 112 during a demonstration run for our group in the 1920s Alexandria city setting of the Media City film studio in 6th of October City, 16.2.2010. All the buildings seen are fake
(wooden props).
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an eye on some drivers that may think they can
still pass you, though. We saw very few accidents
(involving people or cars).
Finding a restaurant is tricky. We were either in
the wrong area or just couldn’t find any (helpful policemen pointed out various fast food joints but we
wanted something proper). One of the many hotel
restaurants had to do in the end.
On day 1 we all met in the hotel lobby (all
luggage and bags are screened!). I had organised
another 8 seater mini van taxi by phone for the 1.5
hour long ride to Media City. Traffic in the morning
is heavy - no, I should really say that traffic is heavy
whatever the time of the day. We could almost see
the pyramids from the elevated highway... Our taxi
driver had no idea where the film studio (the largest on the country) really was but in the end we
spotted the "entrance no. 5" sign on the main road
which we had been instructed to use. Two very nice
and helpful people from Media City awaited us and
with a special mini bus we were transported around
the huge compound. We stopped at the "old Alexandria city studio set" and could see the little Cairo
tram sitting waiting for us.
The tramcar is kept outside all the time but with

little or no rain it looked in a good
shape (if one can say that of a
never restored 1920s wooden tram
full of desert sand dust). The single
track line goes from the terminus at
the outskirts of the set (all the buildings here are made of plywood and
wood!) along the main road and
finishes by the mosque. We could
not ride the last 25 meters or so behind the mosque because the track
work there is not good. We managed to get one ride with photo
stops and followed the next on foot
for photos.
Unfortunately, nearer the
end of our last ride the brakes of
the tram could not be released
any more so we had to push the
tram back to the terminus. I hope
they have repaired it by now. The fleet number of
this tram may be fictional, the livery is supposed to
replicate an old Alexandria tram. I have found images on the web where the tram was red and also
blue, maybe they repaint it from movie to movie.
A tour bus going around the studio
passed our location but riding the
tram is not part of the official tour!
We used our minibus to get to the
short railway line they also have for
film productions. The little steam
loco did not run for us but they did
manage to offer us a ride in a single
coach train headed by a diesel
loco. The next time we come and
visit we should try to see the rest of
the studio.
We had no time to waste
though and wanted to get back to
Cairo to ride some more modern
trams. Our taxi driver had waited for

us and we instructed him to go to Nasr City (close
to Heliopolis) to allow us to talk to the CTA. Finding
the CTA HQ was tricky. First we got stuck in a huge
traffic jam. Some lorry had fallen down an elevated
highway and now all the traffic was using a oneway street to avoid the obstruction (going the
wrong way!!!). We encountered only very few cars
going the right way along this one-way street and
they didn't seem to be bothered much by all this
traffic going the wrong way (like with pedestrians
in the street, traffic just flows around these obstructions).
In Nasr City we had to phone the CTA again
because we simply could not find the building. It
looked like an old factory when we did find it. We
managed to talk to the man in charge of trams
and he gladly answered our questions (like which
lines are still running). He said Helwan was still operating and this is what we wanted to hear! He could
not give us the permission to see any of the tram
depots without a security check (one of us had to
hand over a copy of our passport) and this should
only take a couple of weeks! When we told him that

p Towards the end of our short visit to the line the cars brakes could no longer be released and it
“limped” back to its out in the open storage position with a little help from us.
t Heluan 6134 outside the depot, 17.2.2010.
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we were only in town for 2 days, he promised to see
this "speeded up" (without much hope on our side
really). Unfortunately, we also were told that now
we had to wait for the result of the security check
and were not allowed to take any photos of trams,
not even in the street.
The taxi dropped us off in Heliopolis and we
now had time to see trams. Of course we had already forgotten about the photo permit and were
shooting away in all directions... We tried to ride
most of the Heliopolis interurban lines that day. From
the taxi ride earlier we had already spotted that
line 32 to Madinet Nasr was without service and we
also noticed that they were dismantling the waiting
shelters along the line. Track and overhead still in
situ but the connection to the rest of the system was
truncated where they are building the new metro
line.
All trams in Egypt have a roving conductor
that collects the fares (50 Piaster in Cairo/Heliopolis). If you change trams you pay again. We tried
to buy an extra half price red tickets for our ticket
collection but the conductor refused politely (we

speak no Arabic and he did not
speak English but what are hands
for...). Only for military personnel!
We found some red tickets in the
trackbed later... Many of the tram
drivers granted us friendly waves
and we generally had the feeling
that taking photos of trams and
people is easy.
Helwan was our destination
on day 2. Getting onto the metro
in the morning is almost impossible.
We wished they had those people pushing passengers in like they
do in Japan. On the metro some
compartments are for women only.
These are marked on the outside of
the vehicle and some stations also
have markings on the platform for
this. For 100 Piaster (the regular fare)
one can reach any destination from the city centre.
Helwan is about an hour away at the southern
end of the original metro line. Metro rolling stock
is modern but we like the wooden shutters giving
some shade in the open (and only
downtown the metro runs in a tunnel). Arriving at Helwan we started
walking towards the inner terminus
of the light rail system. This is some
10 minutes away on foot. There
seem to be lots of buses and mini
buses around but we had no idea
where they went. On arriving at this
important terminus we noticed that
it had everything: multiple tracks
for storage and lots of sand. But no
passengers (lots of people standing
around by the CTA hut - probably
all employees) and no trams. The
sand on the tracks showed us that
there had been no trams for some
time (months or years - tricky to say

with sand; portions looked like they had had a tram
running over them but all rusty and full of varying
amounts of sand/dust/rubbish).
Talking (if one can call this talking) to those
people standing around doing nothing resulted
in "yes, trams are running ... somewhere, but apparently not here". So we started walking along
the right of way. This is between blocks of flats on
either side with little road traffic. Lots of rubbish and
sand everywhere. The first two stops looked unused
and the third one had a wooden goat enclosure
on it (with goats of course). Going round a curve
we spotted a tram in the distance. We had almost
given up hope after a lengthy walk (well, the man
at CTA had said "it runs" - and he was right). When
we arrived at the what seems to be the new northern terminus (the new university branch goes off
here - but it is already again out of service having seen little or no official service - problems with
water mains we were told) the tram started to
move, so we shouted and went aboard. No other
passengers! The crew seemed amused to have
us on board. They went very slowly and when we
reached a stretch of track where there must have

p 6001 on line 5 at El Matariya terminus, 18.2.2010 (this terminus is actually in Cairo and not Heliopolis). u Heliopolis 1028 at Nouzha terminus, 17.2.2010.
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been a market during the early morning (a few stalls
remained and all empty or boarded up) the tracks
disappeared under ankle deep rubbish (tomatoes,
oranges, bits of fish) - we demanded a photo stop
and this was granted. A little further away there
was a herd of goats eating away at the rubbish, so
this resulted in another photo stop. Dust carts are
probably never used, they have those goats that
do it. What they don't eat just remains in the street
together with the goat droppings. Wonderful!
The tram took us to the southern terminus of
what used to be called line 40 at El Tabin. On the
way we made a few more photo stops and picked
up one or two passengers (who were probably
as much surprised to see the tram running like we
were: well, it looks like if you want to ride a tram
you bring a piece of cardboard to sit on, because
the seats are dusty and if a minibus comes first you
take that one - these run every few minutes and
the cardboard is optional on them - for a tram you
can wait hours). At the terminus we got out for more

photos and then the tram drove off
without us. Did we ask for too many
photo stops on the way down or did
they think we wanted to visit the local sights there (a huge factory)?
So we had to walk back.
One of us decided to hitch a ride
on a mini bus but ended up in the
wrong city so had to take another
one back to Helwan (he missed
the depot event). We managed
as far as the depot. Of course they
politely told us that if we had a
permit from the general manager
they would gladly show us around
the depot (do they ever get visitors
equipped with same?). 20 people
with us at the entrance gate at
least and throngs of kids. Not sure
why, but one guard (army?) had
a rifle guarding the withdrawn trams inside (lots of
them!). We were allowed to use the toilet (a hole in
the floor job) and one of the drivers walked us to a
little shop nearby where he bought some drinks for
us (we later gave him some money,
because we drank so much that
he probably had spent his monthly
salary). The kids were very kind and
all wanted to know our names. In
the end it is easier just to call yourself Moustafa, believe me. All over
Egypt we met lots of people and
they all were very kind and said
welcome (in English - the only word
they know I'm sure) and kids usually
say "what's your name". We met a
nice young man who is a local political party leader and he helped
with translating.
We were told that another

tram was due out soon (the driver who bought us
the drinks was the man to operate it - and we could
go on it. So far we had only seen one other tram
running (besides our original car that had probably
vanished into the depths of the depot). They even
brought another set out for us, which unfortunately
wrecked its pantograph and nearly took down the
whole overhead outside the depot junction. Our
tram left for the other line but we quickly found out
that this tram only did go half way (well, less then a
third I would say). Apparently the rest of the line 42
to 15th of May City needs "stronger" cars (i.e. with
working motors on all bogies?)... We could not find
out if the rest of the line sees service at all. We were
then allowed to drive the thing! With air brakes it felt
like operating a Manx Electric car and long legs are
a big "no no" because of the tiny cabs.
A very nice and eventful morning had passed
and we then headed back (by taxi) to the metro.
In Cairo/Heliopolis we now rode the remaining lines
and in the evening even found a nice restaurant in
Heliopolis. Back to town by bus which luckily went
right by our hotel. We had flagged it down, entered
and sat down expecting a conductor like on the

p 4088 in Port Said depot, 18.2.2010 (they would not let is into the depot but after not going away
for quite some time they decided to at least get this set to the gate for us for some photos).
u Heluan 6006 in service (crawling through the remains of market stall produce) just south of the
University branch junction, 17.2.2010.
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trams. Instead we noticed that during the long
ride (along the Heliopolis interurban) people
boarding at the rear kept passing money along
towards the front. The driver was much relieved
when we left (paying him then).
Day three was meant to be our depot day
in Cairo. We started to walk the single track connection between El Matariya terminus (close to
the metro) but without a tram stop there and
Port Said street depot. This is not the line shown
on all the maps we have seen (and used by old
line 12 when still running) but a totally new alignment that runs against the traffic towards the
depot in streets close to the original right of way.
At the depot they seemed to know we were
coming. They had been instructed not to let us in.
A phone call to our man at the CTA and we were
told that regrettably the general manager had
declined our request. I'm sure they are just too
afraid we may have taken photos of the large
fleet of stored and cannibalised trams in Port
Said and Heliopolis (and Helwan) depots. Well,
we don't give up easily and in the end they knew
they could only get rid of us by doing something.
They drove one of the trams out for us (not the
museum four wheeler we noticed in the shops)
and told us then to move on. Suddenly some
trams arrived from El Matariya and of course we
clicked away like mad. They did not like that
because we had no permit so eventually we

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

moved on to their apparent relief. Back to town
by taxi.
We did not try our luck at the Heliopolis depot (we had spotted an old workscar in the yard
when we passed it the previous day). Instead
we walked much of the system and took lots
of photos everywhere. Some of the interurban
stations have seats from retired Tatra trams available to the public. In the end we saw everything
(except the depots) and decided that we must
come back again some time in the future. Plans
to convert most of the Heliopolis lines to BRT (bus
rapid transit), metro and some modern light rail
lines have surfaced. I wouldn't wait too long to
see the system before it disappears totally. All
city trams we saw were in the new CTA two-tone
green livery. Most of the stored ones visible in
the depots were in the old cream and maroon.
Some of the interurban sets have started to
receive the new green livery as well (most buses
carry it too, except the long distance ones the
CTA also operates). We later took an evening
train to Alexandria (having had our luggage
stored at the station inn the morning – another
big adventure...).
•

Lars’ visit to the tramways of Egypt will continue next time, when he moves onto Alexandria for the last two days of his visit. Alexandria is of course known as one of only three

32

tramways in the world to use double deck tramcars.
We will have more photographs, a fleet list for both cities and more - only in Tramways Monthly!
p Heliopolis 1007 leaving Abd-al-Aziz-Fahmi terminus,
18.2.2010
tq Heliopolos 1027 “on fire” at Ramses Station, 17.2.2010
(shortly afterwards the smoke had gone and the set crawled
away).
q Heliopolis 1012 passing the now disused branch of line 32 in
Kulliet Al-Banat, 17.2.2010.
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22nd May 2011
Crich Tramway Village

Classic Motorbike Day:
A dream date for classic
motorbike owners.

Seaton Tramway

Bird Watching Trip: Led
by expert Ian Waite this
is a chance to view the
estuary birds from a
tram. Departing Seaton
at 1700 with a duration
of approximately 2 hours.
Limited to 20 spaces
- advance booking essential. More information
on the Seaton Tramway
website.

27th May 2011
Acton Depot

Guided Tours: The
opportunity to take a
look inside the London
Transport Museums’
Acton Depot, including
the poster and artwork
store, drawing store,
small and large object
stores and the bus and
rail sheds. Tours start at
11am and 2pm, and
cost £10 adults and £8.50

concessions. Tickets must
be pre-booked. More
information on the London Transport Museum
website.

28th May 2011
Acton Depot

Guided Tours: The
opportunity to take a
look inside the London
Transport Museums’
Acton Depot, including
the poster and artwork
store, drawing store,
small and large object
stores and the bus and
rail sheds. Tours start at
11am and 2pm, and
cost £10 adults and £8.50
concessions. Tickets must
be pre-booked. More
information on the London Transport Museum
website.

29th May 2011
Seaton Tramway

Driver’s Eye Experience:
Ever thought you would
like to be a tram driver?
Now is your chance.
Together with one of
Seaton’s driving instructors you can drive a tram

Back Cover Caption

Standing at Cleveleys on August 5th 1992, is
OMO 11, operating as a special to the Pleasure Beach. Clearly in need of some cosmetic
attention, the tram looks quite straight compared to some of its sisters which were sporting
severe droops by this time. 11 had just over
seven months of passenger service left when
this view was taken, being withdrawn in March
1993. Andrew Blood
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from Colyton to Colyford
and return for just £20
per person, including
a souvenir certificate.
Guest passengers cost
£5. Book to avoid disappointment.

Crich Tramway Village

Beside the Seaside!:
A fun-packed Bank
Holiday event for all the
family!
Enthusiasts’ Tram Event:
A dream date for tram
enthusiasts. It is hoped
to operate as many
service trams and works
cars during the day as
possible.

30th May 2011
Seaton Tramway

Driver’s Eye Experience:
Ever thought you would
like to be a tram driver?
Now is your chance.
Together with one of
Seaton’s driving instructors you can drive a tram
from Colyton to Colyford
and return for just £20
per person, including
a souvenir certificate.

Magazine Information

Guest passengers cost
£5. Book to avoid disappointment.

Crich Tramway Village

Beside the Seaside!:
A fun-packed Bank
Holiday event for all the
family!

31st May 2011
Seaton Tramway

Junior Bird Watching Trip:
Led by expert James
Chubb this is a chance
to view the estuary birds
from a tram. Departing
Seaton at 0900 with a
duration of approximately 1 hour. Limited to 20
spaces - advance booking essential. More information on the Seaton
Tramway website.

2nd June 2011
Beamish Museum

Georgian Fair: A recreation of the hustle and
bustle of a Georgian
Spring Fair at Beamish.
Enjoy a short, guided
walk through the Georgian landscape, see

Advertising in Tramways Monthly
We welcome advertisements
from any industry, business or
organisation connected in some
way, shape or form with the
tramway movement. Price plans
and options can be discussed
with our advertising manager.
Please email advertising@
tramways-monthly.com for further information. Discounts can
be offered on advertising plans
covering a longer period and
advertisements do not need to

labourers at work in the
fields and the workers for
hire. Watch traditional
craftsman demonstrating their skills and meet
the trinket sellers and
strolling entertainers. A
fantastic family day out
with no extra charge.

3rd June 2011
Beamish Museum

Georgian Fair: A recreation of the hustle and
bustle of a Georgian
Spring Fair at Beamish.
Enjoy a short, guided
walk through the Georgian landscape, see
labourers at work in the
fields and the workers for
hire. Watch traditional
craftsman demonstrating their skills and meet
the trinket sellers and
strolling entertainers. A
fantastic family day out
with no extra charge.

4th June 2011
Beamish Museum

Georgian Fair: A recreation of the hustle and
bustle of a Georgian
Spring Fair at Beamish.

appear in consecutive issues.
We also offer advertising opportunities on our website - please
contact us for more information.
Reading the magazine
Tramways Monthly would like
to advise all readers to view
the magazine using the very
latest version of Adobe Acrobat
Reader (AAR). This software is
available to be downloaded
free of charge from http://www.
adobe.com. If you are viewing
this PDF on a corporate sys-
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Enjoy a short, guided
walk through the Georgian landscape, see
labourers at work in the
fields and the workers for
hire. Watch traditional
craftsman demonstrating their skills and meet
the trinket sellers and
strolling entertainers. A
fantastic family day out
with no extra charge.

5th June 2011
Beamish Museum

Georgian Fair: A recreation of the hustle and
bustle of a Georgian
Spring Fair at Beamish.
Enjoy a short, guided
walk through the Georgian landscape, see
labourers at work in the
fields and the workers for
hire. Watch traditional
craftsman demonstrating their skills and meet
the trinket sellers and
strolling entertainers. A
fantastic family day out
with no extra charge.

12th June 2011
East Anglia Transport

tem, you should contact your
administrator for details about
upgrading to the latest version
of Acrobat Reader. We do not
guarantee that the document
will view correctly on any other
software.
Copying, printing and distribution
The content, design and style
of this PDF file, referred to as
‘this issue of Tramways Monthly
magazine’ is protected by copyright. All photographs remain

Museum

100 Years of the Trolleybus!: A one-off event
to celebrate 100 years
since trolleybuses first
operated in the UK at
which it is hoped the
world’s oldest operational trolleybus will return to
service. Trolleybuses will
also be in service showing the development of
this vehicle through the
decades at home and
abroad. A free hourly
service will operate to
Lowestoft. Open 10301700.

19th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Father’s Day: Dad travels
free today and for a
special treat let him fulfill
his dream and become
a Seaton Tramway driver
with the Driver’s Eye
Experience for just £20.
You can either pre-book
or turn up on the day
but to ensure your place
you are advised to book
in advance.

the copyright property of the
stated photographer. Readers
are permitted to print copies for
their own reading or to provide
to friends/colleagues. But being
a complimentary magazine,
Tramways Monthly must not be
sold by any means, printed or
electronic. All our back issues
are freely available from http://
www.tramways-monthly.com
and our PDF files may be passed
onto interested parties, at no
charge, in either a printed or
electronic format.
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Editor Jack Gordon brings you a multitude of tramway miscellany as the pole is
swung and the seats are turned. Until next time!

All Change!

Say “Hello!” to Jack!

Website of the Month

This month’s “Website of the Month” is no
doubt one that many of our readers are
already familiar with, however I felt that
it would be worthwhile to recognise this
informative blog by listing it here as my website of the month for April.
The blog, which is operated by Beamish
Museum’s Curator of Transport Paul Jarman,
is titled - appropriately enough - “Transport
at Beamish”, and contains the all latest news
surrounding Beamish’s transport items. The
site is update regularly, and can be found at
http://beamishtransport.blogspot.com.

Wikimedia Commons

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Andrew Waddington

Although not a tram, I couldn’t resist including a picture of this small railway locomotive, one of the many visitors to the Beamish
Great North Steam Fair in April.
In addition to (hopefully!) being of
interest to readers - despite the fact it’s not
tramway-related - the fact that it shares my
name immediately gives it a right to appear
within these pages - or at least, it does in my
opinion!
Sadly, though, it was not possible to get
a picture of both Jacks together, as I was
unfortunately unable to attend the Great
North Steam Fair due to my A2 Level examinations - oh well, maybe one day!

London’s Mail Rail infiltrated
One of the more interesting stories to
come to light this month, has been
the first known infiltration of London’s
‘Mail Rail’ - a subterranean railway
that was formerly used by the Post
Office to transport mail across London.
Lying dormant since the system
was ‘mothballed’ on 31st May 2003,
only limited access to the system
had ever been possible on a small
number of organised visits, and
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never into the tunnels themselves.
This all changed during April,
when a group of urban explorers,
named “The Consolidation Crew”,
managed to gain access to the
entire Mail Rail system - and photograph it whilst they were there.
It should be noted, however,
that the entry gained was without
permission and therefore legally
defined as trespassing, and, whilst I
am including this here, neither myself

or Tramways Monthly supports ilicit
entry and we do not endorse the
site nor the behaviour of the individuals involved. Trespassing - particularly on operational tramways
or railways - can have very grave
consequences.
The photographs of The Consolidation Crew’s visit can be found on
their website - http://www.silentuk.
com/ - as can photos from many of
their previous ‘explorations’.
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Next Time...

The Hong Kong Tramway

Andrew Blood

Tramways Monthly takes you to the fascinating city of Hong Kong, with its
traditional tramway, operating the world’s largest fleet of double deckers.
We take a look in depth at the array of traditional looking, solidly built four
wheelers which operate through the bustling streets of this remarkable city,
showing off their colourful adverts

Since 1984 the Pleasure Beach have had an all over advert tram roaming
the promenade and, in the intervening years, eighteen different designs
have appeared – some memorable, others less so. In this feature we will
chart the history of the Pleasure Beach advert and bring together, for the first
time, photos of every single design ever produced.

Andrew Blood

The trams of the Pleasure
Beach

Only in Tra mways Monthly Issue 27 - Out Soon!

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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